
Reviewed by Peter Caroline
Wandering the aisles at the 2009 SHOT Show

in Orlando, I got the distinct impression that
2009 might be “The Year of the .380.” A number
of manufacturers had jumped onboard the band-
wagon with this previously underrated cartridge,
and new .380 ACP offerings were popping up all
over the Show. 

Much of this may have
been as a reaction to
Ruger’s 2008 introduction of
the LCP .380, and its subse-
quent sales success. I’ve
heard that Ruger sold out its
entire first year’s planned
LCP production in the first
few days of the SHOT Show.
Also, there are now some
super-effective .380 defense
loads on the market. But I
suspect that what really
spurred this profusion of
pocket persuaders was the
2008 election, and the real-
ization by many previously
unarmed citizens that NOW was the time to get a
CCW permit and a concealable gun to go with it.
People wanted .380s, and the firearms manufac-
turers were quick to respond. 

When I stopped by the Kahr booth, I was pleas-
antly surprised to find that I was not at all sur-
prised by the appearance of their new .380 pistol;

it was identical its polymer-framed counterparts,
only smaller. Much smaller.

The new Kahr P380 is less than 5” long, 3/4”
wide, and weighs just a hair under 10 ounces.
As far as function and disassembly, if you cur-
rently own a Kahr pistol, you know the drill.
Kahr has taken a successful formula and created

a selection of superbly
functioning handguns that
range from .380 ACP to .45
ACP. I told the folks at the
Kahr booth that I was quite
interested in reviewing the
P380, and handed over my
business card and a copy
of my FFL. 

Some months later, my
P380 arrived for testing and
evaluation. It was packed in
the usual black plastic hard-
case, complete with extra
six-round magazine, an
ingenious little trigger lock
with accompanying pad-
lock, and Kahr’s compre-

hensive and well-illustrated operating manual. In
the manual was a short section on Break-In Peri-
od, stating, “The pistol should not be considered
fully reliable until after it has fired 200 rounds.”
That’s simple enough…fun, even, since I do enjoy
putting rounds downrange. But, as they say on TV,
“Wait, there’s more!”

“SPECIAL K” FOR YOUR POCKET: Kahr P380

“the Kahr P380 is a little-
bitty gun that shoots like 
a big gun. It is eminently 

concealable, a pleasure to
shoot, and you don’t have to

be at close quarters for
effective shot placement.”
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